Persistent’s Vendor Management System uses the Appian platform to provide a cost-effective and efficient tool for the strategic selection and realtime monitoring of vendors.

Successful vendor selection plays a key role in effective business management. Critical to this selection process is identifying the risks associated not only with an individual vendor, but also the accumulation of risk overall within an organization. Risk assessment ensures third-party products and services comply with applicable laws, regulations, and security best practices.

Audit Capabilities
- Offers audit log component support for data modification and approval history.

Vendor Insights
- Provides a single source for vendor records and dashboards for tracking vendor relationships.

Performance Insights
- How did each vendor perform in each quarter?

Vendor Rating & Reporting
- Produces consolidated feedback rating reports and notes about each vendor.

Task Insights
- Complete drill down from vendors to tasks, at any point of the onboarding process.

Plug and Play
- Enables efficient electronic documentation management using PDF generation tools.

About Persistent
Persistent Systems (BSE & NSE: PERSISTENT) builds software that drives our customers’ business; enterprises and software product companies with software at the core of their digital transformation.
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